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Are you a public entrepreneur? 



Pressure to move fast

Incessant technological and digital change is disrupting organisations across sectors, including the public 
sector. 

Broken relationship

There is low public trust and high expectations of businesses and institutions creating pressure on them to 
be more purpose-driven and mission led.

Relentless competition

Traditional businesses now face relentless competition from challenger start-ups and the gig economy is 
reshaping work

Old mechanisms

Innovation is in high demand. Top-down change initiatives are now too slow to keep pace with change in 
a networked world. However innovation does not spread.

The challenges of our time…

Critical to affecting real change in this new context is to move from a ‘needs and hopes’ based way of 

pursuing change to an opportunistic and adaptive way – the entrepreneurial route to change.



The Age of the Entrepreneur



Innovation…

In Government

• Process Improvement

• NHS Direct, Gov.uk, Policy Lab

• New ways of working

• UX/User Voice, Digital Market Place, Agile methods

Through Government

• Solve problems, shape places, provide services

• Market creation

• Enterprise innovation

• Pre-commercial procurement (eg SBRI, CivTech)

• Mission-Orientated innovation 

• Tech for good

• Challenge prizes









Immunity to 
change





Working with Complexity



Which route to a solution?



Seven steps to an entrepreneurial culture

1. Understand the wider system

2. Identify incentives

3. Anticipate immunity to change

4. Understand power

5. Create Safe/Fail environments

6. Encourage flexible mindsets

7. Practice agility



The public entrepreneur creates outcomes that citizens value 

They know how to develop a rich understanding of the issue in all its complexity and bring the 

entrepreneurial mindset to tackle it.

In doing so they act as a broker, collaborator, re-framer of problems, surfacer of ideas, champion 

of what works, challenger of the status quo, navigator of barriers to change… 

…they are aware of the inherent tensions between making a case for, and facilitating, change 

whilst simultaneously making a case for, and delivering, stability.

Critical to affecting real change in this new context is to move from a ‘needs and hopes’ based way 

of pursuing change to an opportunistic and adaptive way – the entrepreneurial route to change.



Discussion

What examples can you share of public entrepreneurship? 

• What are the main barriers and challenges to working in this way?

• How are you managing to overcome these barriers? 

• What are the skillset and mindset of the public entrepreneur?





The RSA Fellowship

• A global community of 29,000 people who support the RSA’s mission to enrich society through ideas and 

actions and share the values of creativity, inclusivity and responsibility. 

• Fellows have access to the brightest new ideas, innovative projects, a diverse network of like-minded 

people, tailored support for their projects, and a platform for social change. 

• They stay up to date with the latest RSA news, research and projects through regular communications. 

• If you are committed to supporting the mission of the RSA then we would love to hear from you. 

• Find out more: www.thersa.org/fellowship/join-the-fellowship

@theRSAorg
#FRSA

http://www.thersa.org/fellowship/join-the-fellowship
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